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CAST LISTING

Reno Sweeney, a sexy evangelist turned nightclub singer ............................................................ Becky Bahling
Hope Harcourt, a beautiful debutante ........................................................................................... Courtney Balan
Evangeline Harcourt, her mother, a widow .................................................................................. Jessica Murphy
Lord Evelyn Oakleigh, a wealthy Englishman ............................................................................... Ernie Nolan
Elisha Whitney, a goggle-eyed tycoon .......................................................................................... Todd Buonopane
Billy Crocker, Whitney's young assistant .................................................................................... Barrett Foa
Moonface Martin, a hapless gangster, Public Enemy #13 ........................................................... Alex Gemignani
Erma, a sexy gangster's moll ......................................................................................................... Celia Keenan-Bolger
Luke, a Chinese convert ............................................................................................................. Michael Yuen
John, a Chinese convert .............................................................................................................. Darryl Semira

S.S. American:
Ship's Captain ............................................................................................................................. Paul Schaefer
Ship's Purser ................................................................................................................................... Joe Harrell

Showgirls with Reno's Act:
Angel #1 — Purity .................................................................................................................... Erin Braithwaite
Angel #2 — Chastity .................................................................................................................... Melissa Calabrese
Angel #3 — Charity ..................................................................................................................... Tiffany Helland
Angel #4 — Virtue ....................................................................................................................... Jackie Urso

Sailors & Passengers ...................................................................................................................... Thomas Bradley, Erin Braithwaite, Melissa Calabrese, Sean Clifford (understudy), Jeremy Davis, Roy Harcourt, Tiffany Helland, Rachel Hoffman, Hannah Ingram, Sean McKnight, Darryl Semira, Michael Short, Jackie Urso, Michael Yuen

ORCHESTRA

Trumpet ............................................................................................................................................. Jeremy McBain
Alto saxophone, clarinet, flute ........................................................................................................ Mike Bomwell
Clarinet, tenor saxophone ................................................................................................................ Todd Grant
Trombone ......................................................................................................................................... John Rutherford
Drums .............................................................................................................................................. Dan Fineberg
Percussion ........................................................................................................................................ Dan Piccolo
Keyboard .......................................................................................................................................... Grant Wenaus
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# List of Scenes and Musical Numbers

## ACT I
### Scene 1
A smoky Manhattan bar
- \textit{I Get a Kick Out of You} ................................................................. Reno
- \textit{There's No Cure Like Travel} ...................................................... Girl, Sailor, Captain and Sailors

### Scene 2
The afterdeck of an ocean liner
- \textit{Bon Voyage} ................................................................. Sailors and Passengers

### Scene 3
On deck, that evening
- \textit{You're the Top} ................................................................. Reno and Billy
- \textit{Easy to Love} ................................................................. Billy

### Scene 4
Whitney's stateroom/Moon's adjacent cabin, the corridor outside rooms
- \textit{The Crew Song} ................................................................. Whitney

### Scene 5
On deck, mid-morning
- \textit{They'll Always Be a Lady Fair} ................................................ Sailors
- \textit{Friendship} ................................................................. Reno, Billy and Moonface

### Scene 6
Evelyn's stateroom

### Scene 7
On deck, at twilight
- \textit{It's De-lovely} ................................................................. Billy and Hope

### Scene 8
On deck, early the following morning
- \textit{Anything Goes} ................................................................. Reno and Ensemble

## ACT II
### Scene 1
The ship's nightclub
- \textit{Public Enemy Number One} .................................................. Captain, Purser and Ensemble
- \textit{Blow Gabriel Blow} ............................................................... Reno and Ensemble
- \textit{Goodbye, Little Dream, Goodbye} ......................................... Hope

### Scene 2
The ship's brig, late at night
- \textit{Be Like the Blue Bird} ............................................................. Moonface
- \textit{All Through the Night} ......................................................... Billy, Hope and Male Quartet

### Scene 3
On deck, later that night
- \textit{The Gypsy in Me} ................................................................. Evelyn

### Scene 4
The ship's brig, early morning
- \textit{Buddy, Beware} ................................................................. Erma and Male Quartet

### Scene 5
On deck
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